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Abstract. Healthcare 4.0 demands healthcare data to be shaped into a common
standardized and interoperable format for achieving more efficient data exchange.
Most of the techniques addressing this domain are dealing only with specific cases
of data transformation through the translation of healthcare data into ontologies,
which usually result in clinical misinterpretations. Currently, ontology alignment
techniques are used to match different ontologies based on specific string and
semantic similarity metrics, where very little systematic analysis has been
performed on which semantic similarity techniques behave better. For that reason,
in this paper we are investigating on finding the most efficient semantic similarity
technique, based on an existing approach that can transform any healthcare dataset
into HL7 FHIR, through the translation of the latter into ontologies, and their
matching based on syntactic and semantic similarities.
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1.Introduction
In the last decade, there has been a transition from a data-poor to a data-rich world, with
the aim of improving the quality of transport, governance, environment, communication
and health. Much of this unprecedented increase in data generation can be attributed to
the abundance of thousands of mobile devices, wearables, and sensors. Most of these
devices are typically characterized by a high degree of heterogeneity, in terms of having
different characteristics, capabilities, or network specifications, needing to be easily
manageable in particular with regard to the management of the heterogeneous data they
generate. Especially for the Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) devices it is undeniable
that vast amounts of heterogeneous medical data are becoming available, thus completely
reshaping the Healthcare 4.0. In order for these heterogeneous medical data to be
exchanged with multiple stakeholders, and to be a key driver of providing personalized
and efficient medical care to patients and citizens, interoperability is the only way.
Taking into consideration these challenges, in [11] a holistic approach has been
presented for achieving interoperability through the transformation of healthcare data
into its corresponding HL7 FHIR structure. Shortly, the provided mechanism was
building the healthcare ontologies that were stored into a triplestore, in order to identify
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and compare their syntactic and semantic similarity with the HL7 FHIR Resources.
According to the aggregation of the syntactic and semantic similarity results, the
alignment and translation to the HL7 FHIR was taking place. In this paper, we are going
to fill the gap of the semantic similarity of the aforementioned mechanism, as there has
been little systematic analysis on which semantic similarity techniques perform well
when applied to ontology alignment.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some semantic
similarity techniques are illustrated, while Section 3 depicts the overall approach. Section
4 includes the evaluation of the derived results, presenting our concluding remarks.

2.Semantic Similarity Techniques
Several methods for determining semantic similarity between terms have been proposed
in the literature. Word2Vec [2] is a two-level neural network that processes text. Its input
is a body of text and its output is a set of vectors. The purpose and utility of Word2Vec
is to group similar word vectors together in the vector space, detecting mathematical
similarities. Word2Vec creates vectors that are distributed arithmetic word
representations, such as the single word context, without human intervention. Given
enough data, usage, and the current environment, Word2Vec can make very accurate
guesses about the meaning of a word based on impressions of the current word in other
situations in the past. WordNet [3] is a great English based dictionary. Nouns, verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs are grouped into sets of synsets, each of which expresses a
separate meaning. Synsets are interrelated through conceptual-semantic and lexical
relationships. The resulting network of related words and concepts can be navigated with
the browser. The structure of WordNet makes it a useful tool for computational
linguistics and NLP. WordNet looks superficially like a treasure trove because it groups
words according to their meanings. Cortical.io [4] proposes a new way of understanding
the natural language that transcends the limitations of other artificial intelligence
approaches. Semantic Folding [5] is inspired by the most recent findings on how the
brain processes information. This theory introduces the Semantic Fingerprint, which
explicitly codifies the concept, including all concepts and frameworks. The system
understands the affinity of two elements by measuring the overlap of their fingerprints.

3.Proposed Approach
In the context of ontology alignment of healthcare data, several techniques are presented
that lead to better decision making, and interoperable exchange and use of data, providing
solutions that are adapted to deliver results under specific scenarios. To address this gap,
in [1] a holistic approach is proposed that is capable of identifying common links
between healthcare ontologies and the ontologies that represent the HL7 FHIR Resources.
The preliminary steps of the developed approach were dealing with the automatic
transformation of the healthcare dataset and the HL7 FHIR Resources into their
ontological structure. As soon as the ontologies had been constructed, they were stored
into a triplestore. Afterwards, two sub-mechanisms had occurred, providing the syntactic
and the semantic similarity between two different ontologies, based on their syntactic
representations and their semantic knowledge accordingly. The final stage of the
mechanism implemented an additional sub-mechanism that aggregated and merged the
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outcomes of the aforementioned sub-mechanisms, providing the overall alignment
results, for the final transformation of the healthcare dataset into HL7 FHIR. Henceforth
based on this developed mechanism, in our case, we assume that healthcare ontologies
have already been constructed for both the ingested healthcare dataset and the different
HL7 FHIR Resources. Consequently, the three described semantic similarity techniques
are going to be implemented, for measuring the semantic similarity of the built ontologies.
3.1.Semantic Similarity Identifier
The objective of the Semantic Similarity Identifier is to provide the means for aligning
and matching the different healthcare dataset and HL7 FHIR Resources ontologies,
according to their semantic meaning (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Semantic Similarity Identifier.

4.Evaluation
In our case, in order to evaluate the three different semantic similarity techniques, we are
going to implement them under the same use case scenario where we will calculate their
precision, recall, F-measure, and total errors [6], with respect to a UMLS-based reference
alignment [7]. After this calculation, a comparison between the results will take place in
order to conclude to the semantic similarity technique that is more suitable for aligning
ontologies and calculating their semantic similarity in the healthcare domain.
4.1.Application of Semantic Similarity Techniques
The use case exploits a healthcare dataset structured in CSV format, covering all the
previous steps, consisting of 5000 different instances of the personal information of
certain citizens about their: (i) personal identifier (subject), (ii) gender (gender), (iii) date
of birth (dateOfBirth), and (iv) cause of death (causeOfDeath). After performing the
steps introduced into the Semantic Similarity Identifier, the following tables are being
created (Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3), depicting the HL7 FHIR Resources with higher
semantic similarity degrees, compared with the concept names of the use case dataset,
through the three different semantic similarity techniques.
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Table 1. Semantic Similarity Identifier Top Results for Cortical.io
Use Case Dataset Attribute

HL7 FHIR Resources

Cortical.io

subject

Patient.identifier

0.947 (~95%)

gender

Patient.gender

0.863 (~86%)

dateOfBirth

Patient.birthDate

0.971 (~97%)

causeOfDeath

Patient.deceased

0.458 (~46%)

Table 2. Semantic Similarity Identifier Top Results for Word2Vec
Use Case Dataset Attribute

HL7 FHIR Resources

Word2Vec

subject

Patient.contact.address

0.357 (~36%)

gender

Patient.gender

0.663 (~66%)

dateOfBirth

Patient.birthDate

0.891 (~89%)

causeOfDeath

-

0 (0%)

Table 3. Semantic Similarity Identifier Top Results for Wordnet
Use Case Dataset Attribute

HL7 FHIR Resources

Wordnet

subject

Patient.gender

0.772 (~77%)

gender

Patient.gender

0.861 (~86%)

dateOfBirth

Patient.multipleBirth

0.561 (~56%)

causeOfDeath

Patient. deceased

0.619 (~62%)

4.2.Conclusions & Discussion of Results
In order to evaluate these results with regards to the metrics of precision, recall, Fmeasure, and errors, the specific use case dataset was translated manually in HL7 FHIR,
so as to compare the results of the developed mechanism, with the actual outcomes. In
Fig. 2, a visualization of the aforementioned results is depicted through a bar chart,
showing how the three different semantic similarity techniques behave in the total
semantic similarity identification, with regards to the manually provided results which
did not contain any errors (0% of errors), while their precision, recall and F-measure had
the value of 100%.
It is clear that there was not any semantic similarity technique that provided 100%
accurate results. As it can be seen through Fig. 2, among the different techniques, the
Cortical.io behave better since it provided less errors (13%) compared with the other
semantic similarity techniques (31%, and 23% accordingly). Moreover, the F-measure
(a result of both the precision and recall) of the Cortical.io had the greatest value (84%)
in comparison with the other semantic similarity techniques (77%, and 65% accordingly).
Consequently, this lead us to the conclusion that for the Semantic Similarity Identifier
the most convenient semantic similarity technique to use is the Cortical.io, since it
provides more efficient and reliable results.
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Figure 2. Visualization of Comparison Results.

In the field of healthcare interoperability, semantic similarity has to be identified,
for which there has been little systematic analysis on which techniques perform well
when applied to ontology alignment. For addressing this gap, in this paper a previous
research was considered, about a healthcare ontology matching mechanism that has the
ability of transforming healthcare data to HL7 FHIR format. Therefore, based upon this
research, in order to identify the required semantic similarity, three of the most wellknown semantic similarity techniques were used under the same scenario, in order to
result to the most efficient technique of semantic similarity in the cases of healthcare
ontologies alignment, and consequently to the most efficient HL7 FHIR transformation.
To this context, we will continue working on the evaluation of the Semantic
Similarity Identifier mechanism with additional semantic similarity techniques, to
identify the technique that is most suitable for the case of healthcare ontologies alignment.
In addition, we will continue on this evaluation with datasets of different sizes, standards
and formats, respecting privacy issues, based on the mechanism developed in [8].
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